
Consent Made Easy 
CookiePro is powered by OneTrust, the worldwide leader in privacy management software. The CookiePro product 
offerings are an advanced consent solution, made up of Website Scanning & Cookie Consent, Mobile App Scanning & 
Consent, and Data Subject Rights that can be used together or individually to create an advanced consent solution 
with an intuitive user interface, simplified billing and 24/7 support.

Global privacy laws such as GDPR, CCPA and LGPD require companies to inform visitors about the data being 
collected on their website and provide them with granular choices over the information they are willing to share. 
In order to comply with these laws and provide a transparent experience that builds trust, website owners are 
rethinking their compliance.

Simplify Global Compliance 
for Websites and Mobile Apps

Works with Tools You Use

Five Steps Towards Compliance

Scan your site against
the largest database

of precategorized cookies

1. 

Style the cookie banner 
and preference center  
to align with your site

2. 

Configure the consent model 
and localize content based

on visitor location

3. 4.

Block cookies that require 
prior consent and add 

CookiePro scripts to your site

5.

Setup ongoing cookie 
monitoring and publish 

updates with a single click



Cookie Notice
Embed a dynamic list of cookies, categories 
and descriptions in your cookie notice 

Built-in templates
Leverage built-in banner and preference 
templates with sample texts (50+ languages)

Built-in Templates
Leverage a library of response templates 
built by in-house privacy experts 

Automated Workflows
Efficiently manage requests and tasks across the 
entire lifecycle with automated workflows

Starter  
$10 

Pricing per Website 
Pricing per Subdomain 

500 Pages | 50+ Languages

Standard  
$30 

Pricing per Website 
Unlimited Subdomains 

5,000 Pages | 50+ Languages

Enterprise  
$45 

Pricing per Website 
Unlimited Subdomains 

Unlimited Pages | 50+ Languages

Record of Consent
Maintain granular consent transaction 
to demonstrate compliance over time 

Geo Targeting
Configure consent model 
based on visitor location

Secure Portal
Protect the data subject’s data by 
communicating back and forth via a secure portal

Real-time Notifications
Get notified when requests come in, data 
subjects respond, tasks are completed and more

Eliminate Data Siloes
Use historical documentation for data audits 
and manage consumer and data subject 
requests directly from the portal

Cookie Banner
Generate a cookie banner to inform visitors 
that cookies are being used on your website 

Do Not Sell 
Create a dedicated form for visitors to opt-out 
of the sale of personal data to third parties  

Collect App Consent
Collect valid and granular user consent while 
adhering to global regulations 

Manage Preferences
Leverage customizable preference centers that 
allow users to manage their communications

Website Scanning
Scan your website against the largest 
database of pre-categorized cookies 
with CookiePedia by OneTrust 

Intake Forms
Generate branded intake forms and embed them 
on your website and behind a login

App Scanning
Scan your app for third-party tracking 
technologies

Most Mature and Trusted Consent Tool
Ensure your website is cookie compliant 

Automate consumer and subject requests 

Collect consent for your application

You’re just a few clicks away from compliance

$

Get started for free and upgrade anytime 
www.cookiepro.com | support@cookiepro.com


